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Result 3 : Climate-Proof’ livestock production systems and alternative means of livelihood
provided to pastoral and agro-pastoral production systems in ASALs
Activity 1 : Strengthening Community based disease surveillance and Provision of
animal healthcare services involving appropriate treatments against other endemic
and production diseases and based on a cost recovery basis
IUCN, AWF,
3.1.1 Capitalize the
Exchanges of informations,
other
interventions of other partners
meetings, country visits,
projects,
technical
in the area
veterinarian legislation
authorities
Technical
services,
veterinarians
3.1.2 Assess the local key
in place,
Field visits, ISS, meetings,
actors involved in proximity
active and
launching workshop
animal health
inactive
auxiliaries,
animal health
projects
Technical
3.1.3 Select the veterinarians
ISS, priority to actors already
services,
responsible for proximity
in place, participative choice,
veterinarians
animal health networks
operational convention
in place
STD,
veterinarians
responsible,
Network meshing, choice of
decentralized
3.1.4 Select the livestock
priority sites, village general
authorities,
auxiliaries
assemblee, selection criterias
local
of the livestock auxiliaries
authorities,
village
communities
Country veterinarian
legislation, theoretical and
practical trainings, collective
and individual trainings,
veterinarian
3.1.5 Train and recycle the
adapted modules
in place,
selected livestock auxiliaries
(roles/functions/limits, basic
trainer, STD
cares, vaccination,
sensitization technics, basic
management...)
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3.1.6 Support the effective
and sustainable
operationalization of livestock
auxiliaries working with the
veterinarian

Basic equipment, initial stock
of products, cost recovery,
periodic monitoring,
occasional control, promotion
in their intervention area

3.1.7 Promote adhesion of the
populations to proximity
animal health

Sensitization materials, annual
prophylaxis programs,
spreading channels, village
general assemblee, practical
demonstrations

3.1.8 Ease the sovereign
control of STD in the field

Control sheet, mission reports,
field visits

3.1.9 Contribute to the
epidemiological surveillance of
the main diseases

Communication media,
collection and filing software,
basic trainings

veterinarian
in place,
STD, local
authorities

X

Local
associations,
livestock
auxiliaries,
veterinarian
responsible,
radios,
authorities,
STD
STD,
decentralised
authorities
Livestock
auxiliaries,
veterinarian
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STD
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Activity 2 : Strengthening local/grassroots livestock market associations (Training,
institutional support and infrastructure)
3.2.1 Clarify the different
supports expected by the
project partners
3.2.2 Select the relevant local
associations in terms of
animal production and
marketing

Exchange and synergy
meetings, Niger option for
VSF

L4LP
partners

Data base of the partners,
choice of the other partner of
L4LP, ISS, meshing

Local
associations,
partners,
STD

3.2.3 Train the committees on
the quality of animal products

Internal workshops,
exchanges, filed visits,
rereading and documentary
analysis

Members of
associations

X

X

3.2.4 Ease the transmission of
informations to the
populations

Information collection and
transmission system

Members of
associations,
partners

X

X

Result 4 : Enhanced awareness and information sharing of best practices on sustainable
natural resources management practices
Activity 1 : Identification of the target groups and facilitation of exchange visits for
the dissemination of success stories and lessons learnt
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4.1.1 Organise study trips on
the sharing of experiences

Missions inside and between
countries, terms of reference,
field exchanges and local
partners

Beneficiary
representativ
es, country
focal points,
livestock
auxiliaries,
veterinarian
responsible

X

X

X

Activity 2 : Documentation of the success stories and lessons learnt and sharing of
information
Periodic reports, lessons
learnt,
missions/workshops/field
reports
Internal workshops,
4.2.2 Write documents of
exchanges, field visits,
capitalization to be circulated
rereading and documentary
analysis
STD = deconcentrated technical services, ISS = semi-structured
interviews
4.2.1 Establish a documentary
database related to animal
health

Country focal
points
Consultant,
country focal
points
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